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Overview: Joanna Rajendran met the legendary Guru Tao

Porchon-Lynch when she was only 17 years old. Drawn to

Tao’s light, she studied under, trained with and assisted her

for the next 26 years.

 

Background: This unlikely friendship impacted every aspect

of Joanna’s life. Joanna’s relatability makes the philosophies

of the Guru accessible for this and future generations.

 

Today: Joanna was personally certified to teach yoga and

meditation by Tao and has become a renowned speaker and

trainer on the power of vision. Joanna continues to share the

valuable lessons she has learned from her time with Tao

through her coaching workshops and sought-after speaking

engagements. She currently lives on the beach with her

husband and their kids: Natasha Tao and River Vail.
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PUBLISHED 2021

This intergenerational spiritual journey shows how the philosophies
of the World’s Oldest Yoga Teacher shaped two women
generations apart. From trauma to triumphs and everything in
between, these friends experience their respective worlds guided
by the inspiring lessons first learned and then passed on by Tao.

In addition to teaching for over 70 years, Tao was an activist, an
actress, a model, a producer and a writer. 

Later in life, she was on the Panel for Peace with His Holiness The
Dalai Lama, collaborated with Tony Robbins and was considered by
Deepak Chopra to be his yoga teacher. Joanna watched in awe as
Tao inspired transformation in everyone she encountered and at the
end realized that her own may have been the biggest.
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"Sincerely, "My Guru Wears Heels" is a book I would give as a true
gift to anyone feeling darkness in their life, because it presents

such real and tangible examples of how we can reimagine
ourselves and manifest the passions we have despite the

challenges we face." - Adam Kershner

"From marching with Gandhi to becoming the world's oldest
yoga teacher, Tao left a huge mark on the world. Sage and I had
the honor of meeting with her and Joanna and it was clear the

two shared a special bond. We are so happy she's sharing Tao's
message of peace with future generations." - Tony Robbins
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"I have known Joanna for several years now. I have always
thought of her as someone who is full of light. I asked her to

coach me, because I wanted help in adjusting my perspective, so
I could learn how to bring that joy and light to my own life. I have

not been disappointed. "

"... Her joy is contagious, but she is also unbelievably smart,
perceptive, and insightful. While we do speak about

manifesting the positive, we also speak about the benefits of
siting with the negatives..."

Mindset Mastery Coaching
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Tao Porchon-Lynch (the subject of My Guru Wears Heels) was often
featured on TV (America’s Got Talent, Live with Ryan & Kelly, etc.),
magazines (O Magazine, Athleta cover story, etc.), the Carl Reiner
documentary If You’re Not in the Obit, Eat Breakfast, and even on a
huge Times Square billboard.

Deepak Chopra was quoted as saying that Tao was his yoga teacher

After Joanna introduced Tao to Tony Robbins, he invited her again
and again to be a part of his conferences and events. The two taught
yoga to his Platinum Lions group at his private residence in Palm
Beach.

Tao Porchon-Lynch and Joanna Rajendran's private meeting with
Tony Robbins inspired key events featured in the book.
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HAVE JOANNA SPEAK TO YOUR:

HER TALK ON MINDSET MASTER FOCUSES ON:

Company

School

Team

Community

the power of vision to reach your goals

how small daily shifts lead to massive results

creating your life as opposed to reacting to it

increasing your productivity and energy 
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"Joanna is a  gifted
speaker who inspires

action and connects with
any audience."
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phone

email

website

+1 (914) 320-3629

joannaraj@outlook.com

www.myguruwearsheels.com
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